City-KURT CK1

14 March
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EXCLUSIVE PRE-SALES ORDERS NOW ACCEPTED !
The City-KURT CK1 is a novel type of personal electric vehicle, a perfect blend
between an e-bike and a micro-car. You can drive it without a license on pavements
and bicycle paths respecting the speed control limits. You can bring along up to 50
kg in the large trunk or choose a customised vehicle that fits your specific needs.
Optionally, when communication between a dispatch center and the driver is
desirable, a smartphone with app can be provided. This allows to monitor a fleet of
vehicles, monitor the vehicle status and provide help or give instructions.

The City-KURT CK1 is
electronically controlled. It has
two active wheels that provide for
easy manoeuvrability and fast
acceleration. Its powerful
batteries can cover up to 50 km.
They recharge during the night or
when parked. KURT provides the
lowest air and noise pollution at
the lowest energy cost, yet it
takes less space than standard
vehicles.
The City-KURT CK1 can also be
customised for different usages
and equipped with stronger
motors and more powerful
batteries if needed.

Optional dashboard
via a smartphone

Optional fleet monitoring
using central server

9990,- euro
(Standard model,
excl. VAT, taxes and
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KURT: urban e-mobility
à la carte!

KURT: e-mobility à la carte.
A City-KURT CK1 designed to meet your specific
Personal vehicle: small
and safe, take it for short
trips to visit friends, family
or to go shopping.
Personal golf cart: small
and comfortable, use it on
the golf course and carry
your golf equipment.
Food delivery: transport
the pizza and food orders in
an insulated cargo box.
Emergency services: in
crowded areas a fast
intervention is difficult. Use
a small CK1 and quickly
drive with emergency
equipment to where help is
needed.
Professional services. For
those who provide services
at home and need to carry
basic equipment. With the
CK1, you can get
anywhere.
Light Logistics. Last mile
deliveries for parcels and
mails.
Security services.
Patrolling the streets or
sites and taking essential
equipment with you.
General performance CK1: Dimensions: 800 W x 2000 H x 180 L (approx.), max. speed 18 km/h.
Two in-wheel motors of 1 kW with regenerative braking, 2 x 94 Nm, battery 2x 36 VDC - 20 Ah
nominal - LiFePO4 with BMS, charger 10A 220 VAC, front and rear lights, 2 rearview mirrors,
safety belts. All specifications and depicted models are subject to change and customisation.
City-KURT CK2: L1e type vehicle, maximum speed 25 km/h. Optionally 4 wheel motors.
City-KURT CK3: L5e type vehicle, maximum speed 45 km/h. Optionally 4 wheel motors.
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